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Nurse Aide Program Entrance Test 
 

Applicant’s Name: ____________________________________________Date ___________ 
 

These questions have been developed to evaluate your basic understanding of math, 
reading and comprehending English. 
 
           Total missed_______________/ 22 Score___________% 
 
                                                       PART I. 
 
             Multiple choices. Put an “X” in the space next to the correct answer. 
 

1. This meat is beautifully ________ - what recipe did you use? 

  tender 

  mild 

  soft 

  gentle 
2. I think that the problem Henry has raised is a major ________ for our society today. 

  subject 

  theme 

  issue 

  point 
3. I am sure I would have regretted it if I ________ to take the job. 

  would have agreed 

  would agree 

  did agree 

  had agreed 
4. We ________ a lovely three weeks in the south of Spain last year. 

  took 

  did 

  passed 

  spent 
 



5. The teacher asked if ________ to bring our textbooks to class. 

  had we all remembered 

  all we had remembered 

  we had all remembered 

  had all we remembered 
6. I was getting angrier and _______ as the hours passed by. 

  angrier 

  more angry 

  angrily 

  the angriest 
7. Only when I bend over _______ the pain get worse. 

  must 

  should 

  does 

  make 
8. Please tell me when to stop _______. 

  downpour 

  pouring 

  to have poured 

  pour 
9. There _______ someone at home I can hear voices in the living room. 

  must be 

  was 

  has been 

  ought to have been 
10. Let's try to get home quickly before the rain really ________ . 

  sets on 

  sets in 

  sets off 

  sets down 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 

 
PART II 

 
Fill in the correct answers in the blanks provided. 

 
           1.  Add:             55+18 =                 74 + 19  =                   62 + 38 =                     
 

          2.  Subtract  480 – 70 =               49 – 31  =                   107 – 50 = 
                   
          3.  Multiply:       25 x 4   =               15 x 4   =                      33 x 4  = 
 

          4.  Divide:        100 / 2  =               200 / 4  =                     160 / 3   = 
 


